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The phasic dopamine signal maturing: from reward via
behavioural activation to formal economic utility
Wolfram Schultz1, Wiliam R Stauffer2 and Armin Lak3
The phasic dopamine reward prediction error response is a
major brain signal underlying learning, approach and decision
making. This dopamine response consists of two components
that reflect, initially, stimulus detection from physical impact
and, subsequenttly, reward valuation; dopamine activations by
punishers reflect physical impact rather than aversiveness. The
dopamine reward signal is distinct from earlier reported and
recently confirmed phasic changes with behavioural activation.
Optogenetic activation of dopamine neurones in monkeys
causes value learning and biases economic choices. The
dopamine reward signal conforms to formal economic utility
and thus constitutes a utility prediction error signal. In these
combined ways, the dopamine reward prediction error signal
constitutes a potential neuronal substrate for the crucial
economic decision variable of utility.
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Introduction
Neuronal signals for reward prediction errors (RPE) are
reaching adulthood. For more than 21 years now, empirical studies demonstrate activations (increase in activity)
in midbrain dopamine neurones with unpredicted reward
and depressions with reward omission that conform to the
formalism of reward prediction error known from animal
learning theory [1–6] (The term ‘error’ is meant to indicate a discrepancy between actual and predicted outcome, not wrong behaviour; even ‘unpredicted’ rewards
occur on the basis of some, often poorly defined,
www.sciencedirect.com

prediction from the animal’s past experience, and thus
can be accomodated into the error concept). During these
juvenile years, their robustness has been tested and
necessary amendments were made [7–12]. Now the dopamine RPE signal should show signs of sophistication and
perspective. This text describes four recent developments, namely a two-component signal structure that also
addresses relationships to salience and aversiveness, a
distinction from recently confirmed phasic changes
reflecting general motor and sensory processes leading
to behavioural activation, optogenetic dopamine stimulation in primates, and formal utility coding that builds the
bridge to economic goods. This review is admittedly a
short, personal selection, and we apologise to the many
authors of recent dopamine studies whose work we will
not have the space to discuss.

Two-component phasic dopamine responses
Similar to neuronal responses in other brain systems, the
midbrain dopamine RPE signal consists of several components. A short-latency, initial activation (increase in
neuronal activity) is unselective and detects any event of
sufficient intensity; a subsequent activation or depression
codes a positive or negative error, respectively, in the
prediction of reward or reward-predicting stimulus as
soon as the animal has evaluated the event (as shown
by behavioural reactions) [13]. The transition from unselective event detection to value processing is likely to
emerge gradually via intermediate steps, including stimulus identification and comparison; the transition appears
to be more distinct with more demanding stimuli taking
longer to identify and evaluate [14]. The initial component is enhanced by physical stimulus impact, reward
context, similarity to reward (generalisation), and novelty
[15] (Figure 1). In their capacity to generate stimulusdriven attention, these four factors confer physical, motivational and novelty/surprise salience, respectively. However, salience concerns only the first component and
transitions rapidly to ultimate reward coding in the second component. The initial component follows also the
formality of temporal prediction error coding [14] and
thus forms an integral part of the dopamine RPE signal
compatible with temporal difference reinforcement
learning [16]. Despite its unselective nature, the initial
component may provide advantages; its short latency
allows early preparatory neuronal processing for faster
reward acquisition while allowing cancellation of behaviour if the object turns out not to be a reward; the salience
would enhance subsequent neuronal processing [17] and
facilitate behavioural learning according to attentional
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2017, 43:139–148
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Figure 1

concern the initial dopamine response component and
reflect the physical intensity of punishers rather than their
negative aversive value [26,27]. None of the investigated
dopamine neurones so far show an unanimous true aversive activation in such well controlled conditions.
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Two response components of dopamine neurones. During the learning
of visual stimuli predicting probabilistic rewards, the initial component
reflects stimulus novelty, as it decreases with repetition of the identical
stimulus but does not distinguish between different reward
probabilities (top). The second, subsequent component codes the
reward value of the stimulus (bottom); across successive learning
trials, this component increasingly discriminates between the three
stimuli predicting reward with different probability ( p = 0.25, p = 0.5,
p = 0.75). Not shown is the conclusion from other experiments,
suggesting that the initial activation reflects also physical impact,
similarity to rewarded stimuli, and reward context [13]. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [15].

learning theories [18]. The observation that the ultimate
reward elicits a graded RPE suggests that the prediction
from the second, value component lasts well beyond the
behavioural action [14]. Because of the early onset of the
lasting value component, the animal would not be confused and be able to perform the action according to the
signalled value.

The issue of aversive dopamine activation
The two-component structure of the dopamine RPE
response may explain why dopamine research for
>30 years had consistently reported dopamine activations
to aversive stimuli that now turn out to result probably
from the physical impact of the punisher. Starting with
Chiodo et al. [19], followed by ourselves [20,21] and
confirmed by others [22–25], subsets of dopamine
neurones are activated by airpuffs and loud tones. A
recent study used several punishers, various physical
intensities, psychophysically assessment of aversive
values and multiple linear regression analysis to demonstrate that the ‘aversive’ dopamine activation seems to
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2017, 43:139–148

The physical impact attribution to ‘aversive’ dopamine
activations may affect the interpretation of aversiveness
in dopamine responses. First, dopamine activations by
reward are reduced by an added aversive liquid [27],
which follows an economic model of net benefit being
the sum of reward utility and punisher disutility. Second,
dopamine activation with aversive stimuli may signal
punishment relief, as voltammetric striatal dopamine
decreases with experienced aversive footshock but
increases with successfully avoided footshock [28].
Third, habenula stimulation induces place avoidance
(staying away due to signalled aversiveness) or place
dispreference (reduced preference due to depressed
reward signalling) [29,30,31], either by disynaptically
inhibiting reward-activated dopamine neurones and or
by monosynaptically exciting supposedly punisher-activated dopamine neurones. An interpretation towards
aversive dopamine activation seen with amazing molecular methods [31] may be constrained by difficulties in
empirically distinguishing place avoidance from place
dispreference, by dopamine activation shown by Fos
possibly arising from rebound excitation of dopamine
neurones inhibited by habenula stimulation [23,30,32–
34], by excitatory postsynaptic currents possibly not
leading to propagated action potentials, and by blunting
from dopamine antagonists not distinguishing between
dopamine excitation and inhibition (although regrettably misstated [13,34], the dopaminergic nature of the
neurones tested with Fos expression and whole-cell
recording were identified by tyrosine hydroxylase immunostaining [31]).
Taken together, the typical dopamine response to punishers seems to be a depression of activity that reflects the
negative value RPE. Of course, despite all arguments and
reservations, the existence of some truly aversively activated dopamine neurones can not be completely
excluded, but the potential confound of physical impact
should be addressed experimentally.

Homogeneous RPE responses of
heterogeneous dopamine neurones
Truly aversive activations in subgroups of reward-processing dopamine neurones would indicate categorical
heterogeneity of dopamine RPE signalling. However,
the attribution of ‘aversive’ activations to the initial,
physical response component [27,35] rather suggests
graded sensitivities to physical impact, conforming to
one single distribution rather than to two statistically
distinct populations. This more nuanced view contrasts
with the notion of categorically different dopamine
www.sciencedirect.com
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populations suggested before the two-component nature
became recognised [23]. The notion of rather homogeneous RPE signalling is supported by the stereotyped
computational subtraction of received minus predicted
reward with correspondingly scaled sensitivities to positive and negative RPEs [35,36,37], and the high noise
correlation and synchrony between dopamine responses
[37,38]. As a functional consequence, if dopamine
responses vary along a single continuum, each dopamine
neurone contains the full RPE information, and single or
small groups of dopamine neurones effectively convey a
full RPE signal to postsynaptic neurones, without requiring summed population activity through overlapping
projections [37].
The issue is not whether dopamine neurones are heterogeneous or not; like all neurones, they differ in many
aspects including cytology, input source, co-neurotransmitter, presynaptic interaction, reuptake transporter, projection territory, and presynaptic and postsynaptic receptor location on heterogeneous postsynaptic neurones.
Additional, non-RPE activity changes reflecting more
global phenomena such as behavioural activation (see
below) are also heterogeneous when considering their
time course, polarity, event relationship and proportion of
neurones engaged. By contrast, what seems to be rather
homogeneous and stereotyped is the RPE response,
which varies in a graded rather than categorically distinct
manner across the otherwise heterogeneous dopamine
neurones. The similarity in dopamine RPE responses
contrasts with the classically well separated distributions
of heterogeneous neuronal responses to distinct task
events in prefrontal cortex, striatum, amygdala and most
other brain structures [39–41].

Phasic non-RPE dopamine changes
Given the notion that dopamine neurotransmission acts at
different time courses [42,43] and the renewed interest in
non-RPE signals [44,45–49], it might be worth considering the initial studies of non-RPE dopamine signals.
During large arm reaching movements toward food boxes,
which engage a large proportion of arm and eye muscles in
monkeys, select subpopulations of dopamine neurones
are activated (31–44%) or depressed (15–17%) [50,51]
(Figure 2a,b), sometimes distinguishing between contraand ipsilateral reaching [50]. Similar activations occur
when these movements occur spontaneously (12%) in a
design that addressed the most impaired movement type
in Parkinsonism [52]. Mouth movements are also accompanied by activations (9%) and depressions (1%) [51]
(Figure 2c). Further, some dopamine neurones show slow
activations (5%) or depressions (1%) lasting over whole
trial durations of several seconds [51] (Figure 2d). Besides
the later identified RPE responses, this variety gives rise
to impressive schemes of heterogeneous activities that
likely reflect motor activation, sensory stimulation, and
general behavioural reactivity [50–52] (Figure 2e).
www.sciencedirect.com

However, these activities lack consistency, reproducibility and coherent functional interpretation. Clear movement relationships are absent in dopamine neurones of
monkeys performing in Pavlovian or simple operant tasks
that separate well sensory from motor events and engage
only limited numbers of muscles; thus, well controlled
reaching to levers, precise elbow flexion-extensions and
ocular saccades consistently fail to activate dopamine
neurones in monkeys [53–55] (Figure 2f–h), as Pavlovian
licking fails to do in mice [12]. Specific analysis identifies
RPE coding as what initially appears to reflect movement
during spatial delayed-alternation and -response [1,55],
cognition during delayed matching-to-sample [56], subjective perception during signal detection [11], and complex behaviour during multistep choices [10]. So far, the
only known slower activation in simple tasks reflects
reward risk [57]. Thus, non-RPE dopamine changes occur
with general behavioural activation processes involving
many muscles and sensory receptors, but less so with
well-controlled movements involving fewer muscles.
Optogenetics is shifting behavioural neurophysiology
towards rodents. Many operant tasks used on rodents
engage large fractions of the body’s musculature and
sensory receptors. Neurophysiological, voltammetric
and optical imaging studies reveal fast and slow changes
in rodent midbrain dopamine neurones and striatal dopamine axons. Global motor activity, stimuli and reward
delivery during T-maze navigation, whole-body turns,
locomotion, wheel running and nose pokes are associated
with dopamine activations [44,45,47,48], depressions
[49] or both [46] (Figure 2i–k). Compatible with these
tasks engaging major body musculature and somatosensory receptors, some of these activities vary parametrically
with locomotion velocity and acceleration [46,47] and
differ between ipsi- and contralateral movements in some
striatal regions [48]. These studies confirm the dopamine
changes with behavioural activation in monkeys and, in
addition, describe optogenetic stimulation effects on
locomotion speed [46] and willingness for operant performance [58] reflecting reward value. Most of these rodent
studies demonstrate also RPE coding, although the many
overlapping sensory and motor components in these
complex behaviours render its precise identification difficult (as previously in monkeys [50,53]). More simple
Pavlovian or operant tasks comprise well-separated stimuli and well-controlled movements engaging limited
numbers of muscles; accompanied by sophisticated data
analysis, such tasks facilitate the assessment of reward
prediction and identification of RPEs [36,37] and, as in
monkeys [53–55], do not seem to yield much non-RPE
activities.
The question arises whether an absence of dopamine
changes reflecting behavioural activation might provide
an explanation for Parkinsonian akinesia. The notion
would less easily apply to movement-related depression
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2017, 43:139–148
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Figure 2
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Fast and slow dopamine changes.
(a, b) Activation and depression, respectively, of impulse activity with large arm reaching movements of monkey engaging >40 muscles. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [50].
(c) Slow activation with reward consumption and associated mouth movements in monkey. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [51].
(d) Slow activation during whole behavioural trial comprising stimuli, reaching movement and reward delivery and consumption in monkey.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [51].
(e) Scheme of dopamine activation with behavioural activation shown in (a–d). RPE, reward prediction error. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[51].
(f) No activation with well-controlled flexion–extension movements around the ellbow in monkey. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [53].
(g) No activation with arm movement despite prediction error response time-locked to conditioned stimulus (CS). Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [55].
(h) No activation with spontaneous saccadic eye movement. This neurone is activated in response to a CS (not shown). Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [54].
(i) Gradual increase of voltammetrically measured dopamine concentration in rat striatum over whole trial of movement in T-maze. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [44].
(j) Depression with onset of spontaneous treadmill movement in mouse. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [49].
(k) Increased calcium signalling in striatal dopamine axons during treadmill movements. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [47].

[50] that is associated with striatal dopamine reduction in
normal rats [49], as Parkinsonian akinesia is already
associated with reduced striatal dopamine; also,
electrical or optogenetic dopamine activation elicits
behavioural learning and approach [59,60,61], whereas
optogenetically induced depression induces behavioural
dispreference [48,62]. But even for activations, dopamine
receptor agonists alleviating Parkinsonian akinesia
cannot reinstate phasic neuronal changes, thus making
absent dopamine activations an unlikely explanation for
the akinesia. Perhaps dopamine agonists would act by
boosting the influence of dopamine released by the few
remaining dopamine neurones with behavioural
activation?
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2017, 43:139–148

From biological rewards to economic goods
Biological rewards derive their function from the body’s
need to acquire substances for correcting and preventing
homeostatic challenges. This notion applies to basic
liquid and food rewards that contain such substances
and to other, non-nutrient stimuli, objects and events
facilitating the acquisition of basic rewards. As not all
biological agents have access to the same, optimal
rewards, they benefit from exchanging plentiful objects
against objects they may be lacking. The need for
exchange has expanded the survival function of biological
reward to the notion of economic good enhancing the
chance for survival and ultimately evolutionary fitness.
Consequently, a more thorough and representative
www.sciencedirect.com
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investigation of neuronal reward function should incorporate concepts of economic decision theory.
The survival value of rewards is determined by the
subjective needs of the agent rather than by physical
and chemical factors alone. The value of a third Porterhouse steak is lower than the value of the identical first
one; this is why all-you-can-eat restaurants can stay in
business. Populations of midbrain dopamine neurones,
and voltammetrically assessed striatal dopamine concentrations, code reward value on a subjective rather than a
physical basis, as seen with delays (temporal discounting)
[63,64], different reward types [65], risk [65], salt depletion [66] and effort [64,67,68]. Human striatal voltammetric dopamine changes reflect RPEs combined from
obtained and foregone (counterfactual) reward, rather
than from obtained reward alone [69]. Thus, dopamine
RPE signals reflect subjective value in a variety of
scenarios.
Although temporal delay, satiety, risk and effort contribute to subjective reward value, only formal economic
utility is normative for the choices individuals undertake
for maximising utility. Utility represents, on an internal
scale (utils), the subjective reward value as a mathematical function of objective value. Once estimated from
specific choices, a utility function predicts reward-maximising choices. As neuronal activity is quasi-continuous
and numeric, a utility function processed by neurones
should have similar properties. Such ‘cardinal’ utility
functions can be estimated under risk [70], using the
fractile, chaining procedure with a specifically structured
series of psychophysically controlled choices between an
adjustable safe reward and a fixed binary, equiprobable
gamble defined by variance-risk [71]. The certainty
equivalent (CE) is defined by the safe reward amount
at choice indifference (50% choice of each option)
(Figure 3a, top). A CE above the Expected Value of
the gamble (EV; summed product of amount and probability) indicates a higher subjective value of the gamble
compared to the safe reward of equal amount, and thus
variance-risk seeking; by contrast, a CE below EV suggests variance-risk avoidance. Our rhesus monkeys are
variance-risk seeking with small rewards but variance-risk
avoiding with larger rewards (Figure 3a, bottom) [72].
Correspondingly, their utility function is initially convex
and then linear and concave with larger rewards
(Figure 3b, red) [72]. Thus, the same, single utility
function of a monkey independently predicts variancerisk seeking and avoidance with different reward
amounts, positive skewness-risk seeking and negative
skewness-risk avoidance [73]. Importantly, dopamine
responses to unpredicted rewards generating positive
RPEs show a similar, nonlinear, convex–concave
amount-response function (Figure 3b, black bars), rather
than a linear increase in physical amount (dotted line).
RPE responses to the outcomes of well defined, binary,
www.sciencedirect.com

equiprobable gambles follow the utility function in a
similar way, being stronger in the steeper part of the
function and weaker in its flatter parts despite identical
variance [72]. Thus, the dopamine RPE response constitutes a utility prediction error signal and as such represents a physical implementation of the theoretical construct of formal economic utility.

Optogenetics: of mice and monkeys
The optogenetic excitation of midbrain dopamine neurones or striatal dopamine axons induces learning of
behavioural tasks in rodents, such as place preference,
nose pokes, lever pressing and unblocking of learning a
stimulus not associated with a RPE [58,61,74–78], compatible with simple behavioural learning deficits with
reduced dopamine burst firing in NMDA receptor
knock-out mice [79]. Optogenetic dopamine activation
also leads to immediate behavioural approach, higher
motivation (more responses, shorter latencies), wholebody rotation, locomotion, treadmill movement and
reward choice [47,58,77,80]. To the contrary, optogenetic
inhibition of dopamine neurones, or excitation of synaptically upstream GABA neurones, induces learning of
place and choice dispreference (reduced preference for
place or choice option) and disrupts reward consumption
[48,62,78,81]. Optogenetic dopamine stimulation may
exert its behavioural effects by mimicking dopamine
RPE signals, particularly when using similar stimulation
parameters as natural dopamine RPE responses (number
of impulses, instantaneous frequency, duration) [75,77].
Optogenetic dopamine stimulation might also mimick
non-RPE activations, as phasic stimulations resembling
natural dopamine activations during bouts of treadmill
locomotion induce such movements [47]; however, the
distinction from mimicking RPEs is difficult given the
complexity of rodent behaviour. Much longer (1 s) stimulations not mimicking phasic RPE signals fail to
induce place preference learning [60]. Together, these
studies demonstrate a function of phasic dopamine activity in inducing behavioural outputs.
Compared to rodents, monkeys have higher perceptual
capabilities, can more easily perform well-controlled and
well-separated individual movements involving interpretable numbers of muscles, allow better distinction
between movement and sensory processes, and have
higher cognitive abilities that facilitate the expression
of distinct behaviours, such as specific attitudes to different, mathematically characterised forms of economic risk
[73]; work on these closer relatives of humans also
increases the relevance for human brain disorders. Initial
monkey studies infected cortical and subcortical neurones with light-sensitive excitatory and inhibitory ion
channels, distinguishing neurones from glia [82–90]. Current work aims for specific neuronal types. A two-vector
approach labels midbrain dopamine neurones in
wild-type monkeys with Cre recombinase coupled to a
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2017, 43:139–148
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Dopamine utility prediction error signal and the effects of optogenetic stimulation.
(a) Top: choices between an adjustable safe reward and a fixed binary, equiprobable gamble, using eye or arm movements. Bottom:
psychophysical assessment of Certainty Equivalent (CE) at low and high reward amounts, respectively. The CE indicates the subjective value of
the gamble in ml of the safe juice reward (choice indifference). The CE > EV indicates risk seeking, CE < EV indicates risk avoidance. EV,
Expected Value of gamble.
(b) Dopamine responses to increasing reward amount follow nonlinear utility function. Red: utility function estimated from CEs in specifically
structured choices under risk. Black: average responses of 16 dopamine neurones to unpredicted reward outside of any behavioural task. (a) and
(b) Reprinted with permission from Ref. [72].
(c) Optogenetic stimulation increasing dopamine response to a conditioned, reward-predicting, visual stimulus (CS). The animal received laser
stimulation of dopamine neurons expressing channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2) together with unpredicted juice reward (blue stimulus, left), or it receives
the reward alone (red stimulus, right).
(d) Developing oculomotor choice bias toward the blue, optogenetically stimulated CS and away from the red, unstimulated CS (for training
history, see (a)). Traces and dots, blue: choices (overall % and individual selections) of blue vs. red CS with laser stimulation in the ChR2-injected
midbrain (blue); red: laser stimulation in the contralateral, non-ChR2-injected midbrain. (a) and (b) Reprinted with permission from Ref. [91].

tyrosine hydroxylase promotor and inserts channelrhodopsin 2 dependent on the expressed Cre-recombinase
[91]. With >35% infection efficacy and >95% specificity,
laser stimulation induces impulses in dopamine neurones,
but not in other neurones in the area, usually in a <1:1
ratio. Laser stimulation simultaneously with unpredicted
juice reward enhances the dopamine responses to the
reward itself, makes an arbitrary visual stimulus acquire
reward-predicting properties and dopamine responses,
and gradually biases the animal’s oculomotor choices
towards the reward-cum-laser option and away from
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2017, 43:139–148

the reward-only option (Figure 3c,d), thus validating
the notion of dopamine-mediated neuronal and
behavioural reinforcement in monkeys. These optogenetic behavioural effects are consistent with those
induced by electrical midbrain stimulation in monkeys
[91,92]. Thus, a first step has been done to transfer
neurone-type specific optogenetic techniques to
monkeys.
The question arises by which output route dopamine
stimulation may exert its long recognised behavioural
www.sciencedirect.com
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functions [59]. Among the many projection territories, the
dorsal and ventral striatum receive the densest dopamine
innervation. Schematically, the dopamine RPE signal
(Figure 4a) acts on different medium spiny neurone
classes in dorsal but not ventral striatum [93], via
D1-type receptors (motor-excitatory ‘direct’ pathway to
output) or via D2-type receptors (motor-inhibitory
‘indirect’ pathway). Optogenetic excitation of D1- and
D2-receptor-expressing striatal neurones induces generally opposite learning and immediate behavioural effects.
The opposing learning effects consist of increases and
decreases of self-stimulation [94] (Figure 4b) and of
changes of bimanual joystick movement speed [95].
The opposing immediate effects consist of biasing nose
poke target choices for reward towards contralateral and
ipsilateral body sides, respectively [96] (Figure 4c), and of
exciting and inhibiting the basal ganglia, thalamus and
cortex [97]. It is interesting to find such straightforward

behavioural effects when stimulating striatal neurone
populations with stereotyped protocols that cannot incorporate the heterogenous patterns of striatal neurones
activitated with various sensory and motor task
components.

Conclusions
Recent advances in the behavioural neurophysiology of
the phasic dopamine signal seem to follow both a forward
path and a full circle. The forward path concerns the
development from reward response via neuronal reward
prediction error signal to the characterisation of neuronal
reward coding of subjective value and formal economic
utility. Subjective, rather than objective, neuronal value
coding matches intuitively the subjective aspects of
reward. Maybe more importantly, the neuronal coding
of utility signifies the conceptual step from biological
reward, required for survival, to economic good, allowing
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Effects of dopamine reward prediction error signalling on learning and choices.
(a) Block diagramme of error-driven learning. The equation reflects the Rescorla–Wagner learning rule (V, associative strength or prediction; l,
reward (reinforcer); t, trial). The red arrows denote the positive and negative dopamine prediction error signal and its action on striatal neurones
involved in learning and choices. The green-red triangles represent the two-component dopamine signal (green, initial component; red, value
response).
(b) Learning of self-stimulation via optogenetic activation of mouse striatal neurones that differentially express dopamine D1 receptors (blue,
increased frequency) or D2 receptors (red, decreased frequency). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [93].
(c) Biasing of nose poke target choices toward contra- and ipsilateral sides by optogenetic activation of D1-expressing and D2-expressing striatal
neurones, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [93].
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welfare enhancement by exchange; that exchange value
is based on utility.
The full circle concerns changes of dopamine activity
with large reaching movements of the arm that are,
embarrasingly, not replicated with fine, precise and
well-controlled movements in monkeys. The result of
the well-controlled studies is that the notion of a clear
movement relationship of phasic dopamine activity cannot be maintained. However, in an apparent full circle
swing, recent work on rodents replicates the dopamine
changes during movements of the whole body or of large
parts of the body; these tasks engage considerable proportions of the body’s muscles and sensory receptors. As a
result, it appears that the dopamine changes during large
movements probably concern general motor activation,
behavioural activation, or sensory stimulation derived
from moving, all of which is difficult to distinguish from
specific motor control. There is still no clear evidence of
phasic dopamine changes with precise, well-controlled
movements of concise numbers of muscles and devoid of
reasonable confounds.
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